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�e Convention on Biological Diversity (1992) invested intan-
gible rights for Indigenous Peoples. �e celebrated article 8 (j) in the 
Convention on Biological Diversity provides protection to Traditional 
Knowledge owners occupying a given traditional land. Named as gate-
keepers of local biodiversity, Indigenous Peoples still struggle to secure 
their land rights locally, though. �is paper explores mainly the argu-
ment of reasonable and expected connection between land rights enjoy-
ment and Traditional Knowledge custodianship according to article 8 
(j). It embraces the theory that without enjoying property, Indigenous 
Peoples are not empowered to protect their Traditional Knowledge. 
�erefore, if land rights are not proclaimed by national and local legis-
lation, there is non-enforcement for article 8 (j) by States that rati�ed 
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the Convention. Among all Indigenous Peoples and States that rati-
�ed the Convention on Biological Diversity, this paper focuses on the 
Australia and Aborigines historical struggle to illustrate the land rights 
claims in connection to the Traditional Knowledge’s legal protection. 
�e Aboriginal culture in Australia had su!ered consistent dilution and 
western assimilation that has been gradually curtailed after Mabo deci-
sion in 1992. �e true reconciliation occurred not long ago with an emo-
tional speech addressed to Aborigines by recent administration of Kevin 
Rudd (2007-2010). In this paper, some selected works in Australian his-
torical, social and legal materials are combined in an e!ort to demon-
strate that land rights are associated with intangible rights, that is to 
say, Traditional Knowledge survived through the determination of land 
rights claims presented to the National Native Title Tribunal, which are 
subject to be determined by the Federal Court of Australia. At interna-
tional level, �e Convention on Biological Diversity o!ers guidance to 
national and local land rights legislation, which in the case of Australia 
an historical, political and legal change of attitude has occurred prior 
to the rati�cation of the Convention. Australia is a good example that 
domestic legislation ought to be enforceable locally to determine land 
rights claims in order to e!ectively enforce intangible rights protection 
proposed at the international level.  

 

)*'+,#$&!%-$.-"/0-1$23('*2-344&04-3!5$253!,-"/0-6$!50!($!-

�e concept of biodiversity conservation is supported by the 
Convention on Biological Diversity encapsulated on article 8 (j). In short, 
article 8 (j) declares that conservation maintains Traditional Knowledge, 
innovations and practices perpetuated by Indigenous Peoples, but na-
tional legislation should be enacted to delimit rights and obligations. 
�e Convention’s aims are positive but rather declaratory and diplo-
matic leaving States to choose the level of legal protection at discretion. 
Nonetheless, to embrace article 8 (j) in local legislation is much more 
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complex than intangible rights protection recognition to Indigenous 
People’s practices, innovation and on-going tradition, 

Article 8 (j), Traditional Knowledge is: “knowledge, innovations and 
practices of indigenous and local communities, around the world. 
Developed from experience gained over the centuries, and adapted to 
the local culture and environment, traditional knowledge is transmit-
ted orally from generation to generation. It tends to be collectively, 
owned and takes form of stories, songs, folklore, proverbs, cultural 
values, beliefs, rituals, community laws, local language, and agricul-
tural practices, including the development of plant species and animal 
breeds. Traditional knowledge is mainly of a practical nature, par-
ticularly in such �elds as agriculture, �sheries, health, horticulture, 
forestry and environmental management in general” (CONVENTION 
ON BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY, 1992). 

Lacking Aboriginal land rights determination threatens biodi-
versity preservation which in due time shall a!ect all indistinguishably. 
Land rights determination is crucial to maintain local custodians in con-
trol of their local knowledge, that is to say, to be biodiversity gatekeep-
ers and owners in their own right. �is paper presents Australian leg-
islation and jurisprudential material that has examined the question of 
Aboriginal land rights as well as issues related to Aboriginal intangible 
rights before the Australian highest court. Another fact is that Australian 
society has been gradually evolving from indi!erence to social acceptance 
of Aboriginal ownership to traditional lands. Possibly it is due to the land-
mark decision for Aboriginal litigants Eddie Koiki Mabo, James Rice and 
David Passi against the State of Queensland con�rmed by the High Court 
of Australia in 1992 (HIGH COURT OF AUSTRALIA, 1988). �is legal 
test put forward to the High Court of Australia by Aboriginal claimants 
was to de�ne common law before the land rights claims of the Torres 
Strait Islands to their traditional land. It is worth to note that the High 
Court of Australia had not being assisted by the Privy Council sitting in 
the United Kingdom, which meant more independence to create juris-
prudence for the new democratic nation. �is jurisprudential task was 
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a challenge itself as the court had to illustrate the paradox of the black 
letter law shaped by the English power in opposition to the historical evi-
dence of consistent failure in recognizing Aboriginal fundamental rights 
of property.

Due to the Australia Act 1986, any appeals to the Court of England 
were terminated as well as any legislative power over Australian juris-
diction, therefore all judgments from the High Court Australia after 
the Act was enacted were considered �nal. Prior to the Act of 1986, 
the Privy Council regarded Aboriginal Peoples from British colonies as 
“so low in the scale of social organization” therefore “idle to impute to 
[them] some shadow of the rights known to our law and then to trans-
mute it into substance of transferable rights of property as we know 
them” (COMMONWEALTH, 1986, p. 1). 
  

Luckily, the evolution of international law from assimilation 
policies tolerance to an human rights approach was supported by the High 
Court of Australia. Consequently, the court revisited historical evidence 
of Aboriginal dispossession making Mabo a landmark human rights deci-
sion and challenging absolute bene�cial property title in international 
law. �e Australian common law jurisprudence may possibly be asserted 
as one of the few legal theories for property protection where common 
law and civil law converge to similar interpretations. �is is due to the 
theories that spoused colonization theories driven by race-driven policy.

It is necessary that either de�ned possession or interest by 
Indigenous Peoples must be prescribed by local law for courts to interpret 
clearly what the Indigenous Peoples’s land rights are. If a sense of defeat 
is present, no political inclusiveness with a lack of information about land 
rights persist, no stand against future claims is the most likely result. 
Moreover, once land rights are assigned by local law to third parties, it 
is rather unlikely that their cultural manifestations will last. �e bond 
with the land is what makes their survival as a nation possible. Nation is 
understood as a distinctive group of individuals or race not restricted to 
the old de�nition of sovereignty state, which gave reason for colonization 
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policies among other things. Indigenous Peoples have a connection to the 
land that enhances their capacity to be considered as peoples as opposed 
to minorities (PENTEADO, 2008). �at connection to the traditional 
land permits them to perpetuate their know-how of local biodiversity, 
that is to say, Traditional Knowledge with its innovations and practices. 
�e failure to determine their land claims at the national and local level 
leads to a dispossessed community lacking moral determination to pro-
tecting their intangible rights. 

7/0-6$!50!($!-$!-)3$%350#43"8-*#('20-9-:;<=-*!-&1%*"0-

%0>!3($!-*!%-3"4-3?120?0!"*($!-2$'*228

�e Convention on Biological Diversity, hereinafter CBD, 
was opened to signatures in June 1992 at the Earth Summit in Rio de 
Janeiro, coming into force in June 1993. It has been rati�ed by 193 par-
ties, (Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity, 2010, List 
of Parties) although in some States like Australia the act of incorpora-
tion (UNITED NATIONS, 1969, p. 2), into domestic law has been con-
sidered quite slow to give full e!ectiveness to the CBD. In Australia, the 
act of incorporation of treaties is the ultimate degree of enforcement of 
a multilateral treaty within local boundaries, in order for being consid-
ered enforceable at local level. If the international treaty is lacking imple-
mentation at local level by the legitimate authority or government, it is 
arguable whether international obligations are e!ectively implemented 
in the country erga omnes (REPORT, 2003). Until recently, 153 coun-
tries submitted their Fourth National Reports being due on last March 
2009 but countries are still lodging it in the last month like Maldives 
(CONVENTION ON BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY, 1992). �e lodgement of 
national reports generated good will among all parties towards the treaty, 
nonetheless what is necessary is that the government must be also com-
mitted to share information to the public, (�e Australian government, 
Dep. of Heritage and Arts) in order to involve citizens in the project of 
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policies inclusion (Australia Council, IAACCC, scope of the code) the and 
�nally to allocate economic resources for Indigenous Peoples’s initiatives 
to be part of the local society (Australia Council, IAACCC, scope of the 
code) In Australia, the e!ective CBD in article 8 (j) started to have shape 
and implementation after Prime Minister Kevin Rudd took o"ce in 2007.  

�e role of the Convention on Biodiversity, particularly arti-
cle 8 (j), is setting guidelines for Traditional Knowledge holders as ac-
tive stakeholders of biological conservation in-situ and sustainability 
of natural resources as well as encouraging “the equitable sharing of the 
bene�ts arising from the utilization of knowledge, innovators and prac-
tices” (Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity, Convention 
on Biological Diversity, art. 8). Local policies that have failed system-
atically to enforce Indigenous Peoples’s rights especially free access to 
their traditional lands send a message of distrust. Let alone to have an 
e!ectively veto power over the act of collecting natural resources in-

situ from traditional Indigenous lands by governments or companies 
authorized without Indigenous Peoples’s formal consent, which is ap-
palling (SPEECHES, 1995). Consequently, it is fair to say that survival 
of Traditional Knowledge and practices associated to natural resources 
are connected to the land rights determination due to an intangible 
possession of intuitive knowledge (chemical, religious, or food related) 
about that particular biodiversity since immemorial time (AUSTRALIAN 
GOVERNMENT, 1993, section 223). To think the opposite is to support 
assimilation theory, which would result in absent self-determination to 
�rst inhabitants. Let’s make it clear – migration of westerners is global, 
migration of Indigenous Peoples is a form of exile. Following this logic, 
Indigenous Peoples forced to migrate to other regions in the planet un-
known to them most likely may fail to mimic similar connection to the 
traditional land they have left. �is is because their skills are designed 
to their local necessities and according to their own cultural beliefs. �e 
unique local biodiversity that they once nurtured and learned to survive 
with would possibly be of no use in the new region they occupy. In other 
words, the connection to the new migrated land is inexistent. One could 
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easily assume that cultural manifestations as Traditional Knowledge de-
pend upon their traditional land occupation and consistent interaction 
with that unique geographical region.  

�e bizarre migratory hypothesis illustrates how important 
traditional land is for Indigenous Peoples as a cultural connection to the 
land they inhabit for time immemorial. It seems rather insensitive to 
even consider that Indigenous Peoples’s land rights are not part of the 
equation to solve social problems of our past colonization times. If land 
rights are not important for Aborigines to connect to their culture, as 
some still apparently support (GURRY, 2006), it seems rather hypocriti-
cal to impose on them an obligation of natural resources custodians over 
a property right that can be dispossessed without any compensation or 
consultation of their opinion. It is clear that, to be implemented with full 
enforcement at local level, article 8 (j) shall resort a priori to the condition 

sine qua non of Indigenous Peoples possessing an interest in the land or 
holding a native title on the land, so that as a result they are in control of 
their decision-making process.

In Australia, the native title for entitlement of land was con-
strued by the Legislative power to provide a legal basis for land rights 
claims. But it was not an easy legal construction to sell out as interna-
tional law incorporation demanded fair accountability to land claims in 
Australian European farmers mind. It is fair to say that Australian rati�-
cation to the Racial Discrimination Act back in 1975 gave legal support 
to Mabo v. Queensland [n.2] (1992) claims and to challenge the status 

quo, which resulted on the Native Title Act to be enacted afterwards. �e 
Native Title Act of 1993 amended in 2006  basically secured the right 
for Aboriginal Peoples to negotiate, to be compensated fairly for use of 
Aboriginal land, including to actively managing Australian natural re-
sources in cooperation with other non-Aboriginal stakeholders. Another 
aspect of the National Native Title Act concerns the legal structure and 
organization system in the government, that is to say, the Native Title Act 
of 1993 created a Tribunal dedicated solely to solve claims of land rights 
involving Aboriginal Peoples. Furthermore, the creation of a National 
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Native Title Registry for registration of claims, allowed an archive of land 
claims and claimants for jurisprudence, being the registry branches situ-
ated all over the country.

�e National Native Title Tribunal registry, Native Title in Australia 
available at nonetheless, there are procedures to be perfected as it is 
not a clear path to a fair negotiation process after the land claims are 
registered. Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal parties seem to have a work 
in progress to negotiate their contractual rights, with basic issues in 
communication of terms, understanding of language which is most 
of the times misunderstood between parties. Although the use of 
Indigenous Land Usage Agreements helped parties to manage issues 
of land rights in a form of an agreement, it lacked e!ectiveness when 
an economical project of long-term impact such as a mining agree-
ment is drafted. It is common to observe that parties do not mean 
what they say especially in the commercial terms. In their experience 
with  commercial contracts, Aboriginal parties have become increas-
ingly skeptical of non-Aboriginal stakeholders dealings if a common 
protocol is not agreed between them. See, Richard Howitt, Towards 
Native Title Agreements: issues of negotiation or organization, pa-
per presented at Aboriginal Issues in Resource Development, Native 
Title Unit, Aboriginal Legal Rights Movement of South Australia 
(AUSTRALIA..., 1993). 

Australia has advanced extremely well in regard to the recog-
nition of Aboriginal self-determination in the Rudd administration, 
which does not erase the e!orts from the past. Before Prime Minister 
Rudd took o"ce in 2007, land claims were progressing slowly (PARRY; 
JARVIS, 2003). Although each country has its own history and pace, 
some elements must be present to a!ect Indigenous People’s rights to 
achieve fairness and justice. Elements like good will among stakeholders, 
recognition of Indigenous Peoples’ inclusion in the society, self-respect, 
education and information about land rights and obligations at local and 
international level gave a chance to the social process to progress and to 
pacify stakeholders.
Historical Background in Australia: before Mabo 
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and post Mabo, sleeping with the enemy 

�e discussion of the Aboriginal rights regarding local natural 
resources in their traditional land has been examined to a great detail in 
Australian jurisprudence, legal treaties and historical accounts, for support-
ing the fact that Aborigines have being dispossessed from their country.

�e Larrakia people have been dispossessed of their land but the Kembi 
Land Claim has re-estated their land rights. Langton observed on p. 
45: “�e Larrakia have arguably su!ered greater dispossession of their 
land and lifestyle than Aboriginal people in some of the more remote 
areas of the Northern Territory. However, belated recognition of their 
rights through both the settlement in 2000 of the Kembi Land Claim 
on the Cox Peninsula (a claim lodged in 1979 under the Aboriginal 
Land Rights (Northern Territory) Act 1976 (CTH)) and opportuni-
ties conferred by the recognition of native-title rights at common law 
and the subsequent Native Title Act 1993 (Cth) (NTA), has provided 
increasing legal recognition of the Larrakia’s traditional interest in 
land in the Darwin region. �is increasing recognition has forced, for 
reasons of legal and political expedience, both the Northern Territory 
government and the private sector to proceed with negotiations and 
agreement making with the Larrakia” (LANGTON et al., 2004, p. 45). 

�is revisited issue involved reshaping what was Aboriginal 
right; and self-determination as a concept for which Australian society 
was reluctant to review for a long time. �e process of Reconciliation, 
a social movement that gained momentum in the 1967 referendum by 
removing from the Australian constitution any racial discrimination to-
wards Aboriginal Peoples, gave some support to Aboriginal governance 
and control towards their traditional knowledge usage (HOWITT, 1998) 
but never self-respect was consistently developed although so needed. 
Self-respect and the recognition of inclusiveness in the Australian society 
came in 2008, when elected Prime Minister Kevin Rudd o!ered a public 
and national apology to the Aboriginal Peoples in an emotional sorrow 
celebrated throughout the nation impressive even for foreigners as an 
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attitude of positive reconciliation. Recently, Prime Minister Julia Gillard 
has announced a referendum for 2012 to eradicate the racial discrimina-
tion still present in the Australian Constitution, section 51 that still al-
lows racial discriminatory laws. 

Back to the Convention on Biological Diversity, although 
Australia has rati�ed it, including article 8 (j), one should note that 
earlier legislation has dealt indirectly with preservation of Traditional 
Knowledge. For instance, the Aboriginal Lands Trust Act of 1966 and the 
Aboriginal Land Rights Act (Northern Territory) in 1976 are some of the 
local legislation dealing with Aboriginal land rights securing interests on 
traditional land. But action was not coordinated nationally and locally 
towards Indigenous land rights, therefore it resulted in diverse results 
within Australian states and discretion to local legislature to restrict 
rights and obligations.  

In the history of recent colonization, it seems that the dis-
covery of Australia by the Crown of England was an automatic render 
of Aboriginal sovereignty or an abrupt dispossession of the land by the 
English law, following the international law principle of res nullius theory.  
And nullius as people they were still after decolonization.

Unaware of their fate, Aboriginal Peoples have been occupying 
their traditional land and actively sharing their Traditional Knowledge ipso 

facto, in full assumption that territory in Australia was theirs. However, 
it was not until Eddie Koiki Mabo and others provoked the Queensland 
High Court with land rights question, which subsequently went to the 
High Court of Australia as Mabo v. Queensland [n.2] (1992) that a �nal de-
cision was made on whether the Merriam people of the Murray Island in 
the Torres Strait were the traditional owners of their local land by right. 
�e Aboriginal relationship with land and common law was then asserted 
by a new de�nition of property “common law native title”.

Eddie Mabo and Others v. �e State of Queensland [2], F.C. 92/014 
High Court of Australia, Full Court. 1992 175 CLR 1. Accordingly to 
Justice Brennan’s opinion: “In rejecting the conclusion reached by 
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the Supreme Court of Nigeria to the e!ect that native “title” under 
the earlier law or custom had been extinguished upon the establish-
ment of the Colony by cession, ownership, the said: “�at title... is 
prima facie based, not on such individual ownership as English law 
has made familiar, but on a communal usufructuary occupation... In 
[our]opinion there is no evidence that this kind of usufructuary title 
of the community was disturbed in law” [...] We shall, hereafter, use 
the phrase “common law native title” to refer generally to that special 
kind of title. �e content of such a common law native title will, of 
course, vary according to the extent of the pre-existing interest of the 
relevant individual, group or community. It may be an entitlement of 
an individual, through his or her family, band or tribe, to a limited 
special use of land in a context where notions of property in land and 
distinctions between ownership, possession and use are all but un-
known” (AUSTRALIA,  1992). 

Mabo decision recognized that in common law it was possible 
to have non-extinguishment of native title, “in areas where Australia’s 
indigenous people have maintained a traditional connection with land” 
(Mabo) Indeed, that was a change of course.

In Mabo, Justice Brennan proposed a declaratory decision to 
the full court to override earlier decisions in the context of international 
treaties rati�ed by Australia by stating that: 

Our conclusion that rights under common law native title are true legal 
rights which are recognized and protected by the law would, we think, 
have the consequence that any legislative extinguishment of those 
rights would constitute an expropriation of property, to the bene�t of 
the underlying estate [...]. And even more important restriction upon 
legislative powers to extinguish or diminish common law native title 
#ows from the paramountcy of valid legislation of the Commonwealth 
Parliament over what would otherwise be valid State or Territory leg-
islation. In particular, as Mabo v. Queensland has demonstrated the 
provisions of the Racial Discrimination Act 1975 (Cth) represent an 
important restraint upon State or Territory legislative power to extin-
guish or diminish common law native title (AUSTRALIA, 1992). 
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Finally, it was established a landmark test for re-interpretation 
of Aboriginal land title, which gradually evolved to the enactment of 
Native Title Act 1993. �e statutory rules of the Native Title Act 1993 
(Cth) enacted procedures and new structures to deal with claims of land 
rights such as the National Native Title Tribunal. �us national legislation 
introduced the legal mechanisms for negotiation among Aboriginal and 
non-Aboriginal parties in regard to land usage through a legal framework 
in a form of contractual basis called Indigenous Land Use Agreements, 
hereinafter ILUAs. Basically, it is an agreement between interested par-
ties to use and manage an identi�ed land and its waters in Australian 
territory. As of November 2nd on 2010, the Native Title National Tribunal 
had 467 ILUAs agreed and.

Because Australia is an isolated continent, it was possible to 
control access to the Aboriginal communities by non-Aboriginal par-
ties including foreigners interested in research and biological prospect-
ing natural resources. �en one could make a point that Aboriginal 
Peoples were protected from non-Aboriginal Peoples. Nonetheless, it is 
not a surprise to know that policy-makers approved new interpretations 
to Aboriginal land in accordance to the economic principle rather than 
securing Aboriginal Peoples rights, as a Australian constitutional right 
(HOWITT, 2003).

 
More historical res nullius evidence: the tale 

of Aboriginal property retold 

In 1987, Henry Reynolds’s published a book entitled !e Law of 

the Land which revisited white Australians and its English colonization 
from the perspective of Aboriginal Peoples’s historical account. �e evi-
dence of unfairness and misjudgement towards Aboriginal Peoples were 
unmistakable, Reynolds’s arguments addressed a re-interpretation of ap-
plied common law in Australian for dispossessed Aboriginal land rights. 
Was it true that Australia was acquired or discovered as a whole country 
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“waste and unoccupied” or better saying a land “desert and uncultivat-
ed”? Reynolds questioned.

Reynolds researched substantial evidence for settlers to take pos-
session of Australia, like he mentioned: “Despite all evidence to the 
contrary, the law continued to insist that Australia was unhabitated, 
that no one was in possession. Various jurists described the country 
as being “waste and unhabitated”, “waste and unoccupied,” “desert 
and unhabitated”, “unpeopled””. Reynolds noticed that: “some books 
published before 1788 and Crown Law O"cers determined that New 
South Wales had been taken possession of as “desert and uninhabit-
able”; the South Australian Constitution Act (1834) referred to the 
land of the colony as being “waste and unoccupied”, on p. 38. Further, 
Reynolds’s analysis on ps. 41-42: “Given Blackstone’s views on the col-
onisation of already inhabited lands and his comments on the rights 
acquired by original occupation, it is clear that it is only a very selec-
tive reading that he can be presented as the facto apologist for the 
expropriation of Aboriginal land. �e British could only claim sover-
eignty over New South Wales, as well as proprietorship of every inch 
of landed property, if indeed it was unhabitated. [...] Many were like G. 
A. Robinson, who in 1832, con�rmed that he was “at a loss to conceive 
by what tenure we hold this country” (REYNOLDS, 1987, p. 5).

Reynolds’s persuasive logic and research illustrated how fal-
lacious a legal theory in international law – res nullius theory – can be 
shaping some legitimacy on new colonies possession in common law. 
Moreover, res nullius theory was further used for creating a false status 

quo (of dispossession) based on legal-political circumstances of the mo-
ment (REYNOLDS, 1987, p. 4-42).  

One of the key arguments for Aboriginal land rights and its 
dispossession is written in a compelling statement in o"cial documents 
dated from around the Australian settlement by England on which it is 
stated: “�ere was nothing we could o!er that they would take except 
provisions and those we wanted ourselves” (REYNOLDS, 1987, p. 64). 
It is quite obvious that the negotiation process did not succeed between 
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Aborigines and Europeans. It is unclear as for how fair was then the ne-
gotiation process to take away land rights from the �rst inhabitants. 
Reynolds mentioned that the argument of wasted lands became very per-
tinent, especially to show evidence of Aboriginal resistance to European 
occupation (REYNOLDS, 1987, p. 65). 

Indeed, Reynolds’ inquiry of wasted lands could be applied to 
all European colonies. �e Australian history is for much e!ect powerful 
evidence that could have been collected in any other colonized nation. 
Possibly, a lack of negotiation to acquire Indigenous land rights took place 
without a meeting of the minds, or better saying a mutual understanding 
and much less a fair o!er or a just bargain for natives.

In Central and South America, the history of colonization was not 
di!erent as monetary compensation for Indigenous Peoples is not recorded. 
�ere is no o"cial document accounted for Portuguese or Spanish compen-
sation for dispossession of land. In fact, the Indigenous Peoples’s land dispos-
session in Central and South America were in the name of the God and then 
there is no compensation as someone having spiritual eternity (LAS CASAS, 
1552, p. 57). Coincidentally, Reynolds’s inquiry into Indigenous Peoples’s sta-

tus quo is universal – were those people really considered people?

@&4"#*23*!-A&4('0-B3$!02-C&#1/8-20,*'8=-"/0-#3,/"-"$-*4+

In Australian jurisprudence, a prominent scholar and advocate 
for Indigenous Peoples’s land rights was Justice Lionel Murphy, although 
his legacy is well regarded in Australian individual rights, coincidentally 
an Aboriginal plainti! claiming his free speech right (AUSTRÁLIA, 1982) 
protected in the Australian legislation and much later in his life for his 
opinions in the High Court of Australia – as well as his dissenting opin-
ions (HOCKING, 1997, p. 271). In this context, his legal thoughts for 
under-represented sectors of the society are noteworthy especially when 
he devoted legal thought to issues involving Aboriginal land rights.
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Murphy’s role in freeing the legal mind from the blinkers of sole alle-
giance to English legal authority will be recognized by history. To him 
it was more than a matter of Australian self-respect. It was not just na-
tionalism – for as his foray into the World Court demonstrated, Lionel 
Murphy was always an internationalist.” [...] Although nothing that 
Lionel Murphy wrote speci�cally addressed the issue of land rights 
for Australia’s indigenous peoples, it is hard for me to conceive of the 
possibility that the second Mabo decision or the Wik decision of the 
High Court could have occurred if the culture of the High Court had 
been the same as it was when Lionel Murphy arrived.” See, also, for 
Aboriginal land rights, on page 317. “Indeed the intellectual underpin-
nings of Murphy’s judgments have been clearly re#ected in the more 
recent thinking of the High Court, particularly under Chief Justice 
Gerard Brennan (HOCKING, 1997, p. 317). 

Justice Murphy’s dissenting opinion on Coe v. Commonwealth 

of Australia and another, High Court of Australia in 1978 is worthy 
to be mentioned. In that decision, although the claim was dismissed, 
Justice Murphy laid down the elements for dealing with issues of 
traditional custodians of the land through “occupation, settlement 
and continuing dealing in the lands” (AUSTRALIA, 1978, p. 412). 
Justice Murphy might have been not a popular scholar in the Privy 
Council seated in England, which has popularized the res nullius the-
ory among colonies. But he opened the door to fresh jurisprudence 
and legal creativity to deal with such unfairness for Aborigines. In 
a sense, Justice Murphy forecasted what Justice Brennan defined 
in Mabo decision by establishing the innovative Australian common 
law in terms of occupation. 

 “Occupation” was originally a legal means of peaceably acquir-
ing sovereignty over territory otherwise than by secession or conquest. It 
was a cardinal condition of a valid “occupation” that the territory should 
be terra nullius – a territory belonging to no one – at the time of the al-
leged act to constitute the occupation. “Territory inhabited by tribes or 
peoples having a social and political organization cannot be of the nature 
terra nullius”. �e extent to which the international law of occupation 
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incorporated in Australia municipal law is a question which would arise 
for determination in the proceedings”1.

Clearly, the great contribution that Justice Lionel Murphy left 
for Australia as well as for international jurisprudence, particularly to 
the decolonized nations was that colonies were occupied by peoples with 
prior social and legal structure, which makes terra nullius a nullius theory. 
His mathematical rationale is applicable to any other Indigenous Peoples 
land rights claims, as well as territories where Indigenous Peoples still 
occupy. �erefore, the importance of Justice Murphy opinion in Coe v. 

Commonwealth (1978) transcended the domestic jurisdiction of Australia 
to possibly be entertained in other foreign courts, if the question of land 
rights claims arises in other decolonized countries2 (AUSTRÁLIA, 1978, 
p. 138). Justice Murphy rationale that Aboriginal land rights remained 
untouched particularly when colonization ceased to exist is a powerful 
argument for any Indigenous Peoples’ claims challenging terra nullius the-
ory originally shaped by William Blackstone in 1765. It gives argument 
for future negotiation with decolonized nations, not to return to the sta-

tus quo ante of dispossession as it would be illegal and unjust. It would 
be rather a good start to recognize that Indigenous Peoples were free in 
their own land and entitled to their land rights prior to colonization. �e 
political tension was against the metropolis power and once that is gone, 
the nation left behind is free to legislate and to be creative in the legal 
solutions. To accommodate Indigenous Peoples claims in a decolonized 
State is a question of fairness as well as of maturity.

In Mabo and Others v. !e State of Queensland in 1992 the claim of 
ownership was formally asked. �e plainti!s asked whether property ex-
isted prior to the English crown possession of the Torres Strait Islanders, 
which is part of mainland Australia. For that matter, past jurisprudence 
gave support to innovative reasoning in the highest court, particularly 

1 See, 7*#!/C!7*EE*,O#&"'N!*P! 0+'(&"$&!&,%! ,*'N#('^:_=_`'D!&*('#.':_=R4'P#TD'5+6*%'+M'K6$%*&3#&'

P5K'aRb'?9'KFc 'dB9b'V:_=_W'<d'KF '::R'V?'K;*#3':_=_W';8'd:<8
2 See, Q&2* /C!R0##,+"&,%'^.8<`'V:__<W':=?'5F ':'D!&*('&.('(!3#"!*!('+.'c6.!'9rd':__<4'+.'*!$;!-%'

%+'-+00+.'3&G'\&7"!'U#%3!8
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from Justice Murphy, who gave a lead in the topic. In 1992, the High Court 
of Australia a"rmed Aboriginal claims to their traditional land with more 
con�dence than in 1978. Back there, it was not completely understood that 
Justice Murphy’s dissenting position in Coe v. Commonwealth challenging 
the legality for Aboriginal sovereignty was reasonable to be claimed. �en, 
in Mabo the answer for this land claims test was that:

Like other legal rights, including rights of property, the rights con-
ferred by common law native title and the �rst title itself can be dealt 
with, expropriated or extinguished by valid Commonwealth, State or 
Territorial legislation operating within the State or Territory in which 
the land in question is situated. To put the matter di!erently, the 
rights are not entrenched in the sense that they are, because of their 
nature, beyond the reach of legislative power. �e ordinary rules of 
statutory interpretation require, however, that clear and unambigu-
ous words be used before there will be imputed to the legislature any 
intent to expropriate or extinguish valuable rights relating to property 
without fair compensation. �us, general waste lands or Crown lands 
legislation is not to be construed, in the absence of clear and unam-
biguous words, as intended to apply in a way which will extinguish or 
diminish rights under common law native title (AUSTRÁLIA, 1992). 
  

�erefore, to assume that people are dispossessed of their 
rights because of their national origin or ethnic group is a form of racism 
(INTERNATIONAL…, 2009). Having Justice Murphy introduced the ques-
tion for the �rst time in Coe o!ered receptiveness for Mabo decision in 1992 
showing the maturity required for repairing social relations and justice. 

Selected theory for Aboriginal Peoples rights, the tale 

that becomes reality in the Australian society 

Unquestionably, as a result of the historical evidence collected 
by Reynolds, Indigenous Peoples in Australia were entitled to claim land 
rights in court. Moreover, �e Racial Discrimination Act (1975), the 
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dissenting opinion of Justice Murphy’s decision at Coe v. Commonwealth 
(1978) allied to substantial �ndings from the book �e Law of the Land3 
(REYNOLDS, 1987, p. 205) Reynolds contributed to provoke a legal 
revolution in Australian land rights theory4 (REYNOLDS, 1987, p. 209). 
Following that, it was just expected that more discussion of Indigenous 
land rights would occur to fairly design Aboriginal rights legal mecha-
nisms within Australian common law native title. 

An outstanding contribution to the Australian land rights 
claims came from the multi-initiative discussion paper commissioned 
by the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission focusing on 
Australian Indigenous Cultural and Intellectual Property entitled Our 
Culture: Our Future5 (JANKE, 1998). �e relevant guidelines in this 
Report are dedicated to the protection of Indigenous Peoples’ intangi-
ble rights and how to apply guidelines e!ectively for them locally. How 
does the native title to traditional land can secure intellectual proper-
ty rights to Indigenous Peoples? Clearly, you are what your culture is. 
In fact, the cultural intangible rights may survive if Indigenous Peoples in 
Australia are committed to maintain their identity as people. For that they 
need a place to continue their cultural ancestry rituals, their agriculture 

3' UD!'I6!$7+.'+M'K2+*#T#.&3'&.(' X$3&.(!*' 3&.(' *#TD%$'G&$'&' *!-6**#.T' %D!0!'+M' 3+.T'(#$-6$$#+.$' X'

D&('G#%D'%D!';*#.-#;&3';3&#.7e4',((#!'H&2+4'(6*#.T'%D!'3&%!':_=B$8'fD#3!'D!'$;+O!'-+0;!33#.T3E'

+M'D#$' 3#M!'&$'&'2+E'+.'H6**&E'X$3&.('&.('+M'D#$'M&0#3Eg$'%*&(#7+.&3' 3&.(4' X'%+3('D#0'&' 3#h3!'&2+6%'

K6$%*&3#&.'3&G'i'+*'&$'06-D'&$'X'O.!G'+M'#%'&%'%D!'70!8'X'$733'"#"#(3E'*!0!02!*'%D!'+--&$#+.'GD!.'

&'-+33!&T6!'&.('X'!Z;3&#.!('%+',((#!'%D&%4'*!T&*(3!$$'+M'D#$'-6$%+0&*E'*#TD%$4'%D!'GD+3!'+M'H6**&E'

X$3&.('G&$'-+.$#(!*!('%+'2!'-*+G.'3&.('&.('%D&%4'&$'j6!!.$3&.(Y$'$+3#-#%+*>T!.!*&3'G&$'3&%!*'%+'%!33'

%D!'P#TD'5+6*%4'D!'&.('D#$'M!33+G'#$3&.(!*$'G!*!'%!-D.#-&33E'%*!$;&$$!*$'GD+'-+63('&%'&.E'0+0!.%'

2!'3!T#70&%!3E'(*#"!.'+e'%D!'#$3&.(8
d' k].'f!(.!$(&E'9' c6.!':__<4' %D!'P#TD'5+6*%'+M'K6$%*&3#&'(!3#"!*!(' #%$' @6(T0!.%' #.' %D!' -&$!'+M'

Q&2*!/C!R0##,+"&,%8'X%'*!;*!$!.%!('&'3!T&3'*!"+367+.4'+.!'%D&%'G&$'-3+$!3E'*!3&%!('%+'0&.E'+M'%D!'

%D!0!$'(!&3%'G#%D'#.'%D#$'2++O8'UD!'-&$!'&.('%D!'2++O'G!*!'*!3&%!('#.'+%D!*'G&E$'&$'G!338'^888`'UD!'

P#TD'5+6*%'D&('2*+6TD%'K6$%*&3#&.'@6*#$;*6(!.-!'#.%+'3#.!'G#%D'K6$%*&3#&.'D#$%+*El8
?' 16**E'P#33$4'&'*!;+*%'-+00#$$#+.!('2E'K6$%*&3#&.'X.$7%6%!'+M'K2+*#T#.&3'&.('U+**!$'1%*&#%'X$3&.(!*'

1%6(#!$'&.(' %D!'K2+*#T#.&3'&.('U+**!$'1%*&#%' X$3&.(!*'5+00#$$#+.';623#$D!(' #.':__R'2E'H#-D&!3'

m*&.O!3'&.('5+0;&.E'1+3#-#%+*$8' X%';*+;+$!$'*!-+00!.(&7+.$'2&$!('+.'&*+6.('=B'$620#$$#+.$'

M*+0'+*T&.#[&7+.$4'#.(#"#(6&3$'&.('+%D!*';&*7!$'%+'%D!'%+;#-8
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lifestyle, their burial procedure, their oral tradition to others. Along 
these lines, the Report concluded that for intangible rights enjoyment 
for Indigenous Peoples in Australia, a modern de�nition of Aboriginal 
cultural and intellectual property must be created so that legal protection 
is de�ned for scienti�c, agricultural, technical, ecological research involv-
ing Traditional Knowledge. As a result of the Report and its guidelines, 
Indigenous Peoples would be protecting their cultural and environment 
resources e"ciently6 (JANKE, 1998, p. 307-310). �e Report did not spell 
for land rights entitlement, but rather supported self-determination and 
a sense of community in the traditional land. 

As a result, Our Culture, Our Future (Janke) combined the posi-
tive results from legal theories, government, historical initiatives and 
interested Indigenous Peoples groups being an important document to 
de�ne the object of legal protection of Indigenous Peoples’ intangible 
and tangible rights. Also, it rati�ed that education and proper informa-
tion process should be shared by Indigenous Peoples in Australia for their 
decision making process judging the best options for the community. 
Education and information increases their leverage in the bargain process 
for claiming their land rights7 (JANKE, 1998, p. 97).

a' m+*'&'$E.+.E0+6$'+M'kX.(#T!.+6$'563%6*&3'&.('X.%!33!-%6&3'C*+;!*%E' #TD%$l4'c&.O!'6$!('kX.(#T!.+6$'

P!*#%&T!' #TD%$l'+.'GD#-D'%D!'0+(!*.'(!n.#7+.'#.-36(!$Q'kF#%!*&-E4';!*M+*0#.T'&.('&*7$7-'G+*O$'

V#.-36(#.T'06$#-4'(&.-!4'$+.T'-!*!0+.#!$4'$E02+3$'&.('(!$#T.$4'.&**&7"!$'&.(';+!%*E4'F&.T6&T!$4'

1-#!.7n-4' &T*#-63%6*&34' %!-D.#-&3' &.(' !-+3+T#-&3' O.+G3!(T!' V#.-36(#.T' -637T!.$4' 0!(#-#.!$' &.('

$6$%&#.&23!'6$!'+M'o+*&'&.('M&6.&W4'1;#*#%6&3'O.+G3!(T!4'K33'#%!0$'+M'0+"!&23!'-63%6*&3';*+;!*%E'

#.-36(#.T' 26*#&3' &*%!M&-%$4' X.(#T!.+6$' &.-!$%*&3' *!0&#.$4' X.(#T!.+6$' D60&.' T!.!7-' 0&%!*#&3'

V#.-36(#.T')\K'&.('7$$6!$W4'563%6*&3'!."#*+.0!.%'*!$+6*-!$'V#.-36(#.T'0#.!*&3$'&.('$;!-#!$Wl8
7' c&.O!'*!;+*%!('%D&%Q'kX.(#T!.+6$';!+;3!'.!!('%+'2!'#.M+*0!('&2+6%'%D!'*&.T!'+M'3&G$'GD#-D'0&E'

#0;&-%'+.'%D!#*'X.(#T!.+6$'563%6*&3'&.('X.%!33!-%6&3'C*+;!*%E' #TD%$'#.-36(#.T'&*-D#"!$'3&G$4'"&,%!

($-N'+! "&O+6!,&4/#!4'"#4'(!M&0&7+.4'*&-#&3'"#3#n-&7+.4';*#"&-E' 3&G4'%*&(!';*&-7-!$' 3&G$4'-6$%+0$'

3&G$4' &(0#.#$%*&7+.' &.(' ;*+2&%!' 3&G$' &.(' 2*+&(-&$7.T' 3&G$8' X.(#T!.+6$' ;!+;3!' .!!(' %+' 2!'

#.M+*0!('&2+6%'D+G'%D!$!'3&G$'0&E'2!'+M'2!.!n%'%+'%D!#*'.!!($'#.'*!3&7+.'%+'%D!'6$!'&.('-+.%*+3'

+M'%D!#*'X.(#T!.+6$'563%6*&3'P!*#%&T!'0&%!*#&38'UD!*!'#$'&'.!!('M+*'T*!&%!*'-+.$#(!*&7+.'-+.-!*.#.T'

D+G'%D!$!' *&.T!'+M' 3&G$'0#TD%'&$$#$%' X.(#T!.+6$';!+;3!$'&-D#!"!' %D!#*' X.(#T!.+6$'563%6*&3'&.('
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In the absence of land rights or any sort of land entitlement 
that creates a stable status quo for Aboriginal Peoples, it is possible to 
misconceive what conservation of natural resources was meant to be in 
the CBD. Because of Indigenous Peoples’ bond with local #ora and fauna 
they have a di!erent engagement with rich natural resources. It lacks 
economically driven exploitation of natural resources, but rather encom-
passes a relationship of respect. �is is not the economic view advocated 
by economic forces like the mining industry, which is involved in exploit-
ing rich natural resources areas that coincidentally are disputed in land 
rights claims by Aboriginal Peoples in Australia8. 

At the international level, environmental resources sustain-
ability is a question divided between material a%uence and non-mar-
ket amenities, which means management without complete depletion 
for “adequate transfer of assets from present to future generations” 
(HOWARTH; NORGAARD, 1995, p. 111-138). Although the adequate 
transfer of environmental assets is considered within the context of cli-
mate change that a!ects traditional land use and claims, it is clear that 
the sustainability of biological assets depends upon Aboriginal Peoples’ 
survival in their local environment.

Similarly, a theory of “territorial knowledge” was proposed by 
then the Australian representative at the United Nations Conference 
on Trade and Development (DRAHOS, 2004). Drahos demonstrated a 
progressive interaction between national governments and Aboriginal 
Peoples for “retention of traditional biodiversity-related knowledge “as-
sociated with “access to the land” (DRAHOS, 2004, p. 25). Drahos’s ob-
servations on Traditional Knowledge protection at international level 
involve tolerance for “diversity of traditional knowledge”; “reciprocity”; 

R' f!$%!*.'K6$%*&3#&' #$'&' %E;#-&3' *!T#+.'M+*' 3!T&3'-D&33!.T!$'&.('(#$;6%!('-3&#0!('&*!&'M+*'K2+*#T#.&3''

C!+;3!$Y'-3&#0$8''X%'#$'%D!'3&*T!$%'&*!&'-3&#0!('&$'K2+*#T#.&3'C!+;3!Y$'%*&(#7+.&3'3&.(8'5+#.-#(!.%&33E'

f!$%!*.' K6$%*&3#&' #$' G!33' O.+G.' 2E' D#$' *#-D'0#.!*&3' *!$+6*-!$' #.' p#02!*3!E' *!T#+.8' UD&%' 0#.#.T'

!Z;3+#%&7+.'n*$%'(!"!3+;!('#.':RR?4'+.!'+M'%D!'*#-D!$%'(!;+$#%$'+M'T+3(4'(#&0+.($4';!%*+3!604'[#.-'

&.(' 3!&(4' #*+.' +*!4' .#-O!34' -*6(!' +#38' 1!!4' &3$+4' %D!' p#02!*3!E' )!"!3+;0!.%' 5+00#$$#+.'G!2$#%!'
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“national treatment”, “mutual recognition” and “an international en-
forcement pyramid” (DRAHOS, 2004). His arguments are also construed 
to monitor progress amongst stakeholders, especially Aboriginal Peoples, 
businesses, mining industry, and the government in order to forge ac-
countability among parties involved. 

Drahos’s argument for supporting land rights and cultural 
manifestations go further in suggesting a label and certi�cation of origin 
for Indigenous Peoples’s products. (DRAHOS, 2004) �erefore, products 
from Aboriginal land could be subject to certi�cation if the traditional 
land entitlement to control and manage biological resources as well as 
land interest is subject to de�nition of property right in local legislation. 
Consequently, it will avoid falsehood in certifying Indigenous Peoples’s 
products as an authentic cultural manifestation from a particular region 
in the planet.  

Conclusions

�e Convention on Biological Diversity, article 8 (j) foresees 
protection to natural resources associated with Traditional Knowledge 
from local communities, particularly, Indigenous Peoples’s intangible 
rights. Ine!ectiveness could be the latest outcome for signing and rati-
fying States to the Convention, if de�nition of land rights is not legally 
and jurisprudentially shaped by competent organisms in the local level. 
From all decolonized countries and democracies signing the Convention, 
Australia has evolved from total refusal of Indigenous Peoples’ land rights 
to moral acceptance and further strong commitment to legal protection 
of Indigenous Peoples in Australia. In the Australian experience, history, 
jurisprudence, legislation and legal scholarship have recognized prop-
erty for Aborigines on their traditional land. Whenever a dispute over 
natural resources involved the traditional land, there are public organ-
isms capable of agreement or to further refer the judicial dispute to the 
highest court. Australia started with full support of terra nullius theory to 
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absolute refusal after decolonization and further review of past policies 
for wasted lands.

Other countries with similar terra nullius historical background 
can be inspired by Australian historical and jurisprudence experience in 
order to design their own Indigenous Peoples’s rights. In reviewing their 
own history, Australia rendered the Convention on Biological Diversity a 
strong international treaty with application to their internal matters in-
volving land rights. Furthermore, the Convention on Biological Diversity 
also needs a national and local legal framework to work properly, so it is 
a synergy that should be forged from international to national and from 
national to international treaty. �at is not to say that local administra-
tion is not crucial to make international law to be incorporated in the do-
mestic environment. Again, Australian governments from the past could 
have hardly managed what the present administration has achieved. �en, 
good will and honesty is necessary. Also, the full e!ective mechanism for 
article 8(j) depends on prior land interests claims to be decided fairly and 
properly litigated in the court or, alternatively, after state and federal leg-
islation has been enacted. Yet, legislation should be concerned to foresee a 
unique administrative organism to deal with Aboriginal land rights claims 
such as the National Native Title Tribunal model, which is capable of full 
enforcement of rights and obligations, an arbitration organism that over-
sees the whole process of land rights for all involved stakeholders. 

�ose legal instruments will vary and increase their e!ective-
ness according to the balance for or against Aboriginal land rights. If the 
social structure still is supporting terra nullius theory, much debate and 
controversy will follow in any country as the Australian experience can il-
lustrate. �e test that courts should apply refer to the Aboriginal connec-
tion to their traditional land as well as the social tolerance for Indigenous 
Peoples’s rights. If the rest of the society disrespects Aboriginal land 
rights claims opposing to any determination of their rights to occupy 
their traditional land, their Traditional Knowledge will cease to exist as 
proposed by the colonization policies. In respecting Indigenous Peoples’s 
land rights, there exists a substantial possibility to e"ciently manage 
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biological resources associated with Indigenous People’s knowledge in-

situ for generations to come without depletion. �e Australian experience 
illustrates that one can bury past Aboriginal dispossession of the law of 
the land, if one wishes to. 

�e author wishes to acknowledge with a thank you note to Dr. 
Heline Sivini Ferreira, Dr. Patryck Ayala, Dr. José Rubens Morato Leite 
and �e Australian Government Solicitor, John Waugh (publications and 
web editor) for their support and help to edit this article. 
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